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Abstract In this paper we present a theoretical
analysis of free axial vibrations of rods described in
terms of the fractional continuum mechanics. This
formulation is able to capture the size effect arising in
different problems of solid mechanics. The natural
frequencies and modal shapes for clamped rods are
obtained and the effects of the derivative order, as well
as the corresponding length-scale parameters in the
fractional model are discussed. The results are com-
pared with those derived from the Eringen non-local
elasticity theory, which is an approach widely used to
model structures showing size effects.
Keywords Non-local models  Rods  Fractional
calculus
1 Introduction
The formalism based on the classical Continuum
Mechanics has permitted to develop powerful and
reliable simulation tools to solve complex problems in
the field of structural and solid mechanics. However,
the matter is discrete and heterogeneous, and the
hypotheses of the classical continuum are no longer
valid for nanostructures used as NEMS, nano-machi-
nes or biosensors [6, 14, 20, 27, 50, 72], granular
materials [29] or when the size of the solid—or the
wavelength of the loading excitation—is comparable
to that of its microstructure. It is well known that
classical continuum mechanics (CCM) is size-inde-
pendent. Because of the structure of its governing
equations, it lacks an internal length and, for this
reason, it cannot predict any size effect and may fail
when effects like size-dependency and scaling of
mechanical phenomena play a crucial role.
The above problems could be addressed using
discrete models but all of them require a great
computational effort. This fact provides a motivation
towards developing generalized continuummechanics
theories that are able to capture the size effects by
introducing intrinsic lengths in its formulation.
Within this category fall the classical couple stress
theory and the strain gradient theory, started in 1960s
with the works of Mindlin and Tiersten [54], Kro¨ner
[37], Toupin [84, 85], Green and Rivlin [26], Mindlin
[51, 52] and Mindlin and Eshel [53]. Nevertheless,
these theories are excessively complex with too many
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parameters and equations. Due to the difficulties in
determining microstructure-dependent parameters
[39, 48, 95] models involving a reduced number of
constants, like the modified couple stress theory [66,
67, 94], are desirable.
A size-dependent continuum theory which contains
only one material length scale parameter is the non-
local continuum mechanics initiated by Eringen and
coworkers [15–17], which has has been widely used to
analyse many problems, such as wave propagation,
dislocation, and crack singularities.
Peddieson et al. [68] used this theory for the first
time to solve problems involving nanostructures.
Subsequently, the Eringen non-local theory of elas-
ticity has been used to address the behavior of
nanobeams [32, 44, 46, 71, 74, 89, 90, 93], nanobeams
under rotation [3, 57, 64, 70], nanorods [34, 42, 45, 56,
59, 61, 62, 81], nanoplates [30, 33, 58], cylindrical
nanoshells [31, 91, 92], conical nanoshells [21, 43,
86], nanorings [55, 88], spherical nanoshells [24, 87,
96], as well as particles [25] and carbon nanotubes
(CNTS) [2, 10, 19, 22, 28, 60, 63, 75, 97].
A different approach to non-local mechanics has
been recently introduced in the context of fractional
calculus. Fractional calculus (FC) is a branch of
mathematical analysis that studies the differential
operators of an arbitrary (real or complex) order [35,
69]. The attractiveness of FC application lays in the
fact that: (1) fractional differential operators are non-
local, and (2) there are many definitions of fractional
derivatives. In the last decades fractional differential
equations have been used to capture physical phe-
nomena that cannot be caught by classical differential
models. In the frame of Solid Mechanics this
mathematical approach has been introduced especial-
ly in describing viscous behavior of materials, where
the non-locality is taken with respect to the time
variable (memory) (cf. [47] and cites therein). How-
ever it has been also used in the stress space through
the fractional gradient of plastic potential in order to
control magnitude and direction of viscoplastic strain
evolution [79], or in the space variable. In the latter
case, the order of the derivative is usually lower than
that of the classical one, a major asset in comparison
to gradient theories which provide derivatives of the
displacement of higher orders thus needing extra
boundary conditions to be solved, whose physical
meaning is still unclear [9].
Seminal works of spatial fractional calculus
applied to one-dimensional media may be found in
the past decade. The idea to include a fractional
term in the governing equation of the elastic
problem has been proposed by Lazopoulos [40].
He starts by assuming a strain energy consisting of a
local part of the kind Ee2=2;E being the Young
modulus and e the longitudinal strain, and a non-local
part with fractional derivatives. Variation of the total
strain energy functional with respect to e yields, under
the assumption of vanishing boundary conditions, to a
stress–strain relation involving Riemman–Liouville
fractional integrals. Di Paola and Zingales [12]
showed that this approach is equivalent to the strong
non-local theory of long-range forces [18, 38] if a
specific kernel function is adopted for the convolution
integral. To overcome inconsistencies that may appear
at free boundaries, these authors proposed two differ-
ent—but totally equivalent—mechanical models in
which long-range forces in the stress–strain relation
are represented by a Marchaud fractional derivative
for both unbounded and bounded domains [9, 12]. All
these works focus on static behavior, however frac-
tional calculus has been also considered to model the
dynamic behavior of 1D non-local media. Cottone
et al. [11] used the previous models for the analysis of
dispersive effects in 1D elastic waveguides. Likewise,
Drapaca and Sivaloganathan [13], developed the
foundations for a non-local model of continuum
mechanics and applied their framework to the
propagation of longitudinal waves in a thin finite
bar. Sapora et al. [73] investigated the wave propaga-
tion using spatial derivatives of non-integer order
greater than one. Other fractional approach is the one
proposed by Tarasov [82], in which elastic continuum
is interpreted as the limit of discrete systems with long
range interactions. The transition between integral and
gradient non-local elasticity in terms of fractional
operators comes out naturally [83]. Finally, Carpinteri
et al. [8] recently presented a theoretical analysis of the
mechanical behaviour of one-dimensional structure
made of a material whose constitutive law provides the
stress as the fractional integral of the strain field. This
fractional non-local model was proved to be the
continuum limit of a discrete lattice with three levels
of long-range interactions, thus being able to capture
the interactions between bulk and surface material
points.
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The aim of this paper is to present a detailed
theoretical study of free axial vibration of clamped
rods using the fractional continuum mechanics (FCM)
approach proposed by Sumelka [78, 80], in which the
kinematics is developed in a finite deformation
frame—in contrast to previous works where small
deformations are only considered—and different
intermediate fractional configurations arise for differ-
ent values of the derivative order. This formulation
offers a clear analogy between the generalised frac-
tional measures of the deformation, such as fractional
deformation gradients or fractional strains, and their
counterparts in the classical continuum mechanics.
Therefore, the interpretation and dimensions of frac-
tional strains remain unchanged with respect to the
classical ones. In this sense, there is no need to
introduce non-standard definitions for material prop-
erties [4, 7]. Moreover, the domain over which the
non-local effects are taken into account can be
selected, thus it may be a sub-domain of the whole
solid. This way, the definition of the length scale is
more accurate. It is important to emphasise that
thorough this paper we utilise small fractional defor-
mation case, but resulting from finite fractional
deformations concept [78, 80]. The structure of
balance equations remains unchanged (such result is
similar to that presented in [4]). Other relevant
differences with previous approaches [4, 7, 13, 36]
will be clarified in Sect. 2.1.2. The natural frequencies
and modal shapes are obtained and the effects of the
derivation order and length-scale parameter are dis-
cussed and contrasted with those obtained with the
solutions derived from the classical local model and
the non-local Eringen model [5]. The model provides a
basis for the study of the dynamic behaviour of one-
dimensional elastic structures showing scale effects, in




The current formulation introduces non-locality in
spatial variable and utilises Riesz–Caputo (RC) frac-
tional derivative [1, 23]. In the following section the
fundamental concepts governing the RC fractional
continua are presented to give the insight into the
overall concept of CCM generalisation by FC appli-
cation—for a more detailed discussion see [77, 78,
80].
As mentioned, the presented concept of the RC
fractional continua differs from the classical continua
by replacing the classical deformation gradient (first
derivative of motion) with the fractional deformation
gradient (fractional derivative of motion) [76, 77, 80].
Therefore, the fractional deformation gradient oper-
ates by analogy to classical deformation gradient. The
important difference is that fractional deformation
gradient is non-local; thus all other related measures
(e.g. strain tensor) are also non-local. In this sense,
deformation measurements are given by fractional
deformation gradient mapping.
As it will be observed, the presented FCM formula-
tion introduces three important phenomenological con-
cepts: (1) the type of fractional derivative; (2) the order
of fractional differentiation a; and (3) the size of non-
local surrounding ‘f . They all are important and should
be thought as material parameters i.e. they control the
amount of information which should be taken into
account (parameter ‘f ), and the way in which this
information influences the point of interest (type of
fractional derivative and parameter a). It is noticeable
that such results, are analogous to the model by
Drapaca and Sivaloganathan [13] where there are also
two parameters which control the non-locality, name-
ly: one connected with space, and the second (order of
derivative) interpreted as a measure of the dynamic
deformation possibly due to e.g. electro-magnetic,
thermic and/or chemical processes. Thus, using
adequate non-local phenomenological parameters, it
is possible to describe in homogenised sense, real
heterogeneous material structure, intrinsic processes,
and capture the size effect i.e. the behaviour of such
material depends on the size of the specimen/structure.
2.1.2 RC fractional continua—small deformations
case
The description is given in the Euclidean space. We
refer to B as the reference configuration of the
continuum body while S denotes its current con-
figuration. Points in B are denoted by X and in S by x.
The coordinate system for B is denoted by XAf g with
base EA and for S we have xaf g with base ea.
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We generalise the classical deformation gradient
and its inverse as follows
~F
X























are fractional deformation gradients, ‘X
and ‘x are length scales in B and S, respectively, /
defines the regular motion of the material body while
u defines its inverse [49]. We assume additionally that
‘X ¼ ‘x ¼ ‘f . The fractional differential operator Da
applied to a function f ðvÞ (v 2 ða; bÞ  R) is defined
















where a[ 0 denotes the real order of the derivative,D
denotes ’derivative’ (RC stands for Riesz–Caputo),
a; v; b are so called terminals, n ¼ bac þ 1; bc is the
floor function, and the factor
Cð2aÞ
Cð2Þ appears for
objectivity reasons, i.e. when the superimposed
rigid-body motion on the current configuration is
considered (cf. [80]). The terminals a and b are in the
relation between with the physical length scale of a
particular material. In Eq. (3) Ca D
a
v f ðvÞ; Cv Dab f ðvÞ are
respectively the left and right Caputo’s fractional




v f ðvÞ ¼
1
C n að Þ
Z v
a
f ðnÞ sð Þ





b f ðvÞ ¼
1ð Þn
C n að Þ
Z b
v
f ðnÞ sð Þ
v sð Þ anþ1ð Þ
ds; ð5Þ
f ðnÞ being the n-th derivative of function f . When a is
an integer, the usual definition of derivative is
recovered [1, 23]. In the current work, values of a in
the range ð0; 1 will be considered.
It is worth to notice that the introduction of fractional
deformation gradients results that one can think that
deformation is observed in ’fractional’ space. It means
that we operate on fractional spatial and material line,
surface and volume elements. As previouslymentioned,
in a later step one can redefine all well known measures
of deformations likeGreen–Lagrange orEuler–Almansi
strain tensors, as well as left/right Cauchy–Green
tensors based on the proposed fractional deformation
gradients; similarly as in CCM, in FCM one can define
the strain measures in terms of displacements.
Applying small deformation assumption, under-
stood as omitting higher order terms, we obtain the













stands for infinitesimal fractional Cauchy
strain, and grad~u
x
denotes fractional gradient of
displacement u. It is clear that when applying a ¼ 1
the classical Cauchy strain tensor is recovered
e
e ¼ e ¼ 1
2
graduþ graduT : ð7Þ














where u is the displacement in x direction, and the
same distance between terminals has been considered
(‘f ¼ x a ¼ b x). As stated before, when a ¼ 1
e
e
x ¼ ex ¼ du
dx
: ð9Þ
The result given by Eq. (8) allows to observe the
differences and similarities with those obtained in [4,
7, 36]. Thus, the important differences are: Eq. (8) is
obtained as a special case of general fractional finite
strains; the fractional derivative operates on the finite
interval ½a; b; the length scale ‘f is given explicitly,
and it is in the relation with the interval over which the
fractional differential operator acts; the strain is non-
dimensional like in a classical case. Finally, assuming
that all information from the body influences the point
of interest (i.e. in 1D the interval ½a; b coincides with
body boundaries) we observe some similarities.
Namely, in this case, from the mathematical point of
view the new model coincides with previous one,
however the physical units remain different.
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2.1.3 Algebraic eigenproblem for 1D case
We consider a bar of cross section area X, length L,
density q and Young modulus E, submitted to body
force bx per unit length. The problem of 1D linear





















rx ¼ E eex; ð10Þ
8>>>><
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as well as specific initial and boundary conditions. In
previous equations, rx is the stress.
Considering constant cross section and bx ¼ 0,



















Assuming now a new dimensionless spatial variable
n ¼ x=L and ‘f ¼ 2‘fL , Eq. (11) reads

















For the solution of the previous equation we consider
separation of variables
u n; tð Þ ¼ U nð Þeixf t; ð13Þ
xf ¼ xf ða; ‘f Þ being the natural frequency for the
non-local fractional model. Then, Eq. (12) leads to the
following spatial fractional differential equation









nU nð Þ Cn Danþ ‘f =2U nð Þ
 
þ k2f U nð Þ ¼ 0:
ð14Þ
with k2f ¼ x2f qL2=E. For clamped–clamped bound-
aries, the conditions Uð0Þ ¼ Uð1Þ ¼ 0 are imposed to
the spatial variable.
Because the analytical solutions of the fractional
differential equations are very limited, the free-
vibration problem governed by Eq. (14) is obtained
numerically. Therefore we apply the approximations
of left and right Caputo’s spatial derivatives according
to the expressions proposed in [41, 65]. The domain
n 2 ½0; 1 is divided in r intervals of equal length (see
Fig. 2) and discretization points are identified by the
following rule




with n0 ¼ 0; r 2 Z where Z denotes the set of all
integers. Approximations are then given by:
• for the left sided derivatives:









Fig. 1 Non-local fractional
strain concept for 1D case
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Cðn aþ 2Þ ½ðp 1Þ
naþ1
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whereUðnÞðnaj Þ denotes classical n-th derivative at
n ¼ naj , and a ¼ a=L.



































½ðjþ 1Þnaþ1  2jnaþ1




where b ¼ b=L.
Close to the boundaries, approximation of fractional
derivatives may be calculated including additional
virtual points, as shown in Fig. 2 (see [80] for details).
Finally we obtain the following algebraic
eigenproblem
Fig. 2 The discretization of
a 1D body-dimensionless
case
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ðK þ k2f IÞU0 ¼ 0; ð22Þ
whereK is the fractional stiffnessmatrix, I is the identity
matrix, and U0 is a vector whose elements are the
displacements at discretization points (eigenmode).
The elements in K depend on selected value of p in the
approximations given by Eqs. (18) and (21). Assum-
ing a 2 ð0; 1Þ ! n ¼ 1, the i-th row in Eq. (22),




0 þ CaðjÞU a
00
j þ Ui þ C




















and ðÞ00 denotes second order derivative which is
approximated utilising classical central finite differ-
ence scheme. Because of linearity assumption of the
function U on considered sub-intervals ½ni1;ni ([41])






p can be independent of
discretization Dn. To understand how these points
contribute the discretization points ni, let us assume
that point naj falls between discretization points ni3
and ni2, we have










Therefore, in this example point naj contributes the
fractional stiffness matrix K in the row i and the









, respectively. For a ¼ 1 we recover the
classical integer derivative of order 1.
2.2 Eringen non-local model
The Eringen theory of non-local elasticity [15–17] is
widely accepted and applied to many problems in the
field of solid mechanics when scale effects must be
taken into account. Eringen non-local theory assumes
that the stress state at a reference point in the body is
regarded to be dependent not only on the strain state at
this point but also on the strain states at all other points
of the body. This is in accordance with atomic theory
of lattice dynamics and experimental observations on
phonon dispersion.





a jx0  xj; lð ÞCijkleklðx0ÞdXðx0Þ; ð25Þ
where rijðxÞ and eklðxÞ are, respectively, the compo-
nents of the non-local stress tensor, and the in-
finitesimal strain tensor at point x. Cijkl are the
components of the fourth-order elastic tensor which
depend of two constants for the case of isotropic
materials.
The kernel function a jx0  xj; lð Þ in Eq.(25) repre-
sents the non-local modulus. Euclidean Lagrangian
distance is expressed by x0  xj j and the constant l ¼
e0a is a scale factor. Here a is a characteristic length
adjusted by the material constant e0.
Among different admissible kernels which satisfy the
normalization condition
R
X a jx0  xj; lð ÞdXðx0Þ ¼ 1
 	
,
the bell shaped Gaussian is widely used. According to
[17], for this kind of attenuation kernel it is possible to
represent the integral constitutive relations given by
Eq.(25) in an equivalent differential form as
ð1 e0að Þ2r2Þrij ¼ Cijklekl; ð26Þ
where r2 is the Laplacian operator.
Aydogdu [5] applied the above formulation to
analyse the axial free vibration of an Eringen non-local
elastic bar of constant cross section.













where ‘g is the internal characteristic length.
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The temporal frequency for the non-local model,
xg ¼ xgð‘gÞ is related to the corresponding to the




1þ ‘ 2g b2
q : ð28Þ
For the above analysis it was assumed that k2g ‘
2
g \1,
and b and xL depend on the boundary condition
imposed to the bar.
For the clamped–clamped case studied we have









3 Analysis of natural frequencies and modal
shapes
In Sect. 2 we have introduced the non-dimensional














Now we additionally consider the following physical
bounds:
‘g 2 ½0; L;






‘g 2 ½0; 1;
‘f 2 ð0; 1:
(
ð34Þ
It is worth to point out that a and ‘f may be considered
as additional model parameters, like ‘g in Eringen
model.
It should be emphasised that all results discussed
below were obtained for constant Dn ¼ 0:005, keep-
ing h (Eq. (16)) of the same order. In this sense, the
parameter pwas changed in computations from p ¼ 2,
when very small ‘f was considered, up to p ¼ 100
when ‘f had become comparable with the rod length.
Fig. 3 The comparison of classical [5] versus fractional non-
local models for small-scale effect on clamped–clamped
nanorod for ‘ ¼ 0:1
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In Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 the results contrasting the
classical (a ¼ 1), Eringen [5] and fractional models
are presented. Both natural frequencies and modal
shapes are compared. Regarding natural frequencies,
Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6 show the comparison of the first three
natural frequencies k 2 f1; 2; 3g, for different values
Fig. 4 The comparison of classical [5] versus fractional non-
local models for small-scale effect on clamped–clamped
nanorod for ‘ ¼ 0:5
Fig. 5 The comparison of classical [5] versus fractional non-
local models for small-scale effect on clamped–clamped
nanorod for ‘ ¼ 1:0
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of the Eringen and fractional length-scale parameters
‘ 2 f0:1; 0:5; 1; 2g, and also for different orders of
fractiona continua a. In these figures,xL represents the
frequency obtained with CCM and xNL the frequency
obtained with the non-local model (either Eringen or
FCM). We can observe that Eringen and fractional
Fig. 6 The comparison of classical [5] versus fractional non-
local models for small-scale effect on clamped–clamped
nanorod for ‘ ¼ 2:0 Fig. 7 The comparison of classical [5] versus fractional non-
local models—eigenmodes k 2 f1; 2; 3g and ‘f ¼ 0:01
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models converge with the local one when the values of
the non-dimensional length-scale parameters ‘g and ‘f
tend to zero, that is, when the length-scale parameters
of both models, lg and lf , are small compared with the
total length of the body L. Additionally, the results of
the fractional model coincide with those of the
Fig. 8 The comparison of classical [5] versus fractional non-
local models—eigenmodes k 2 f1; 2; 3g and ‘f ¼ 0:1
Fig. 9 The comparison of classical [5] versus fractional non-
local models—eigenmodes k 2 f1; 2; 3g and ‘f ¼ 0:25
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classical one if the order of derivative is integer
(a ¼ 1). Therefore, the length-scale parameter ‘f does
not play any role unless a fractional derivative order is
considered.
The effect of increasing the length-scale parameters
is similar in both non-local models, leading to a
decrease in the natural frequencies which corresponds
to a decrease in the stiffness of structure [5]. When the
value of the length scales coincides in both formula-
tions, the results are similar for a given value of the
order of fractional continua (a ¼ 0:3). Since other
values of a could be considered, the order of differ-
entiation in FCM approach stands as an additional
model parameter allowing a better calibration of the
experimental results.
The first three modal shapes are depicted in Figs. 7,
8, 9, for different values of the fractional length-scale
parameter ‘f 2 f0:01; 0:1; 0:25g and for different
orders of fractional continua a. The modal shapes of
the Eringen model are coincident with those obtained
with CCM and therefore independent on the length-
scale parameter ‘g. Nevertheless, the modal shapes
predicted by the fractional model show a dependence
on ‘f : at low values the non-local effects are negligible
and the results of the FCM and CCM are consistent
whereas large differences are observed for large
values of ‘f . As with natural frequencies, FCM and
CCM are also coincident for values of the derivative
order a 
 1.
Recall that, in addition to a and ‘f , one can also
redefine the presented results using a different type of
fractional derivative to obtain closer approximation of
experimental observations.
4 Conclusions
This paper presents an analysis of the free axial vibrations
of clamped nanorods using the FCM approach proposed
by Sumelka [80, 78]. The formulation uses the fractional
Riesz–Caputo derivatives, which leads to two additional
model parameters, a and ‘f . This model is able to
capture the size effect present at the nanoscale. The
same problem has been solved by the classical non-
local elasticity approach derived by Eringen [5, 17],
which includes ‘g as length-scale parameter.
The natural frequencies and modal shapes are
obtained with both procedures and the effects of the
derivative order and length-scale parameters are
compared and discussed. The following conclusions
can be established:
• The natural frequencies obtained with both Erin-
gen and fractional models converge with those
derived from the local one when the length-scale
parameter approaches zero, that is, when the
length-scale is smaller in comparison to total
length of the body.
• The results of the fractional model show that the
length-scale parameter ‘f does not play any role
unless a fractional derivative order is considered,
and coincide with those of the classical one when
the order of derivative is integer (a ¼ 1).
• The effect of increasing the length-scale pa-
rameters is similar in both non-local models,
leading to a decrease in the natural frequencies.
When equal length scales are used in both
formulations, the results approximately coincide
when the order of fractional continua is around
a ¼ 0:3. It should be stated that the order of
differentiation in FCM approach stands as an
additional model parameter allowing a better
calibration of the experimental results.
• Finally, it isworth to note thatwhile themodal shapes
calculatedwith theEringenmodel are independent on
the length-scale parameter ‘g, and coincident with
those obtained with Classical ContinuumMechan-
ics, the modal shapes predicted by the fractional
model show a dependence on ‘f and a.
Both theories include non-local parameters that must
be selected for each specific material based on
experimental results, molecular dynamics analysis or
ab initio formulations. Since the proposed fractional
approach includes two non-local parameters, it is more
suitable for predicting the observed behavior in a
given application. It is worth to point out that it is also
possible to redefine the presented analysis using a
different type of fractional derivative.
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